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Advanced In-Line Inspection Technology
Based on Over 30 Years of Experience

Proven results with more than 
4,000 Installations worldwide

Achieve superior quality and improve process efficiency 
based on the highest inspection standards!

The optical inspection solutions for Plastic Film and 
Sheets provide the highest inspection reliability for the 
complete production chain. 

Enjoy the confidence of complete 100 % inspection 
for all your products. Profit from high-end technology 
components like high-speed, high-resolution cameras, 

ultra-bright LED illumination modules and real-time 
processing, delivering precise and reliable inspection 
results at any stage within the production process. 

Be able to make the most accurate decisions, based 
on complete inspection data – the fast way to increase 
profitability and customer satisfaction.

•  Superior defect detection and classification –  
to maximize global production volume

•  100 % monitoring of material properties like haze,  
gloss, transparency, reflectivity and coating thickness

• Reduce total cost of ownership – get results at once

•  Optimize production process with intelligent data  
management to cut costs permanently

•  Short return-on-investment with quick, user-friendly  
setup to maximize yield

•  No more defects or defective rolls shipped  
to customer

•  Use validation concept to ensure  
customer relationship

The Best Just GotBetter

Medical and Pharma Film Flexible Packaging

Hygienic Film Coating / Laminating

Composite Materials Food Packaging

Converting / Slitting Optical Film

BIAX Battery



BEYONDInspection

The Key to Making the Right Decisions 
Achieve 100 % Saleable Production

Beyond Inspection Tools

EPROMI

•  Accurate classification leads to accurate roll grading

•  Precise root cause analysis results in high process  
reliability

•  Integration with plant process data – benefit more 
from your data

•  Increase throughput at the rewinder / slitter –  
increase the amount of quality rolls shipped  
to customer

Calibration & Validation
Easily prove consistent, reliable results to your  
customers

Excel Report Generator
Get the most flexibility to customize reports and data 
processing yourself

Grading Tools
Be sure to deliver only within customer specification 

Offline Recipe Optimization
Work in parallel – no downtime of production –  
be more efficient

Quality Viewer
Final verification of quality before shipping –   
with one mouse click

Rewind Manager
Increase amount of quality rolls to be shipped

Redundant Data Storage
Secure your know-how – secure your data

ReViewer & RTViewer
Access and analyze your data – anytime and  
anywhere

Powerful Reporting Tool to Analyze  
Production and Quality Data

•  At each company level, EPROMI extracts and  
correlates the essential information

•  Accurate decisions from real time reporting

•  Flexible configuration for all departments



Maximize Production Performance with the Most Complete Product Portfolio
Get Immediate Results and Maximize Yield

Inspection at Extruder Converting Inspection

Advanced technology for reliable results
We successfully meet the challenges of plastic film 
and sheets: Our fully automated optical in-line inspec-
tion systems can be adapted to every type of surface 
and application – painted, textured, laminated, coat-
ed, transparent, opaque, printed, embossed… and it´s 
flexible, it fits in any line using standard components of 
the highest reliability.

Our systems currently support production speeds up to 
1,600 meters / min and product widths up to 10 meters, 
while detecting the smallest defect down to 1 µm.

•  Quality control of raw material

•  No further processing of defective material

•  Direct process control – short reaction time –  
waste reduction

•  Safety for each stage of the entire value  
creation process

•  Process optimization

•  Documentation of each process step 

SlittingLaminatingCoatingEmbossingExtruder Cutting

Inspection Data

Process Control Data



Maximize Production Performance with the Most Complete Product Portfolio
Get Immediate Results and Maximize Yield

Rewinder, Slitter, Cross Cutter Documentation, Reporting, Validation

Proven high-end inspection systems
Our proactive in-line quality control offers sustainable 
improvements, documented quality with exact marking 
of defects reduced rejection rates, minimized down-
time and optimized maintenance.

The customized Auditability and Validation Tools help 
to create customer loyalty and pass every audit with 
dedicated reports and documents.

However, we go further: We combine leading tech-
nologies to enable worldwide strategic production 
management. Our enterprise data mining (EPROMI) is 
the solution to collect, store, analyze and correlate your 
product quality and production data – even on a global 
basis.

•  Maximize the saleable amount of material

•  Intelligent slit optimization – increased  
sales volume

•  Grading: Assured quality for customer  
satisfaction

•  Intelligent analyses create more efficiency in  
production, sales and strategy

• Validation ensures customer confidence

•  Documentation guarantees reliable and correct  
decisions

SlittingLaminatingCoatingEmbossingExtruder Cutting

Inspection Data

Process Control Data

Create moreValue



Innovations for Automated Optical Inspection for Film & Sheets

We are the innovators in optical inspection. 
Best practice. Best system. Best service.

For over three decades, ISRA VISION has become a lea-
ding manufacturer of highly accurate automated optical 
quality inspection systems.

More than 10,000 successful applications reference our 
sustainable experience in the field of machine vision 
products – and our ability to innovate.

Today our products are operating worldwide in such in-
dustries as glass, plastics, foils, print and automation. 
It is our goal to set system standards for total process 
control in these industries. 

Customers choose ISRA for the ability to develop pro-
ducts consistently to their requirements. More than 900 
employees at 25 locations worldwide are working to 
contribute to your success.

Your global partner for surface inspection. 

We offer our experience and a highly qualified team of 
experts to design and implement solutions for advanced 
applications.

We assure that our mission continues beyond our ship-
ping dock. Just challenge our Customer Support and 
Service  Center (CSSC).

We guarantee excellence to our customers – from con- 
sulting to service, from tailored solutions to worldwide 
support. We can make your business more competitive.

Challenge Us. 
Inspect to Control – with ISRA VISION
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